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Following the established format of Aspen's well-received Glannon Guide Series, Glannon Guide to

Property: Learning Property Through Multiple-Choice Questions and Analysis, Second Edition,

offers students a concise, clear, effective review of Property topics organized around the theme of

multiple-choice questions. Brief explanatory text about the topic under discussion is followed by one

or two multiple-choice questions. After each question, the author explains how the correct choice

was chosen, providing the student not only with a review of the course content but also with tips on

how to analyze exam questions. The author also includes a valuable bar examination tool for

students to use in preparing for the multistate bar exam.   This proven study guide, which takes a far

more user-friendly and interactive approach than other exam preparation aids, is an invaluable

resource for helping students prepare for exams:     NEW to this edition, three new chapters on

deeds, mortgages, and recording systems   Multiple-choice questions are integrated into a

full-fledged review of the first-year Property course.   A concise introductory discussion of the law

prepares students to learn effectively from subsequent questions.   Clear explanations of

correct-and incorrect-answers help students clarify nuances in the law.   Multiple-choice questions

hit the right balance-neither too difficult nor unrealistically straightforward.   Valuable exam-taking

pointers are interspersed within the substantive text   A more challenging final question in each

chapter (the "Closer" ) illustrates a sophisticated problem in the area under discussion.   "Closing

Closer" questions in the last chapter provide practice and a focused review of concepts in earlier

chapters.   All students, regardless of whether they will be tested by multiple-choice questions on

their exams, will find this Glannon Guide to be an excellent exam review.   A valuable bar

examination tool for students to use when preparing for multiple-choice questions on multistate bar

exam is included.
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This book is very helpful in the last couple of days leading up to an exam, but it doesn't do much to

explain anything you may have not understood. It's best suited to helping you find your weak spots,

and then you can look elsewhere (like in the Examples and Explanations series) for a better

understanding. I pretty much always get the Glannon Guides to (insert subject here) as a good way

to test myself prior to an exam, but it's not going to be a companion to your textbook the way that

some others may be. As long as you know what you're using it for, this is a very good book.

I love Glannon's guides, and this one was just as expected. The only problem is: there need to be

more problems for each section (which is the ONLY reason I rated it less than perfect). Other than

that, it is phenomenal!

Don't mistake this for a textbook. It is primarily a bunch of multiple choice problems with key rules

explained. That said, the rules are explained very well. I use it as a supplement to my text book and

it really helps solidify my understanding.

This book is an excellent companion to the primary reading assigned for Property, simplifying

complex subjects down to "plain language."Richard Klasen

Search function is not available as of 9/21/16. This is a major reason why I bought the digital

version. I had no notice that this wouldn't work. Text is also randomly missing in certain sections.
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